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1INTRODUCTION
The object of this thesis is to survey the different types of 
gas analyses. Subject concentration will be centered on the general 
and specific instrumental methods of gas analysis. A general account 
of continuous automatic gas analyzers will be included. References 
are included for the use of those who desire a more comprehensive 
knowledge of a specific method of gas analysis.
During recent years, the importance of gas analysis has been 
considerably increased with the advancement of science and tech­
nology. Gas analysis mainly involves the identification, quantitative 
evaluation and separation of the components of a gaseous mixture.
Thus it includes preparation of samples, calibration of apparatus, 
standardization of solutions, interpretation and application of data 
and such related operations. Automation in gas analysis has been 
proved very successful. Recently, the development of continuous gas 
analyzers has made it possible to have rapid quantitative evaluations. 
Infra-red and mass spectrometry are examples of modern methods which 
yield high accuracy for very complex mixtures with a limited sample.
The science of gas analysis is very broad, and to discuss each 
method would be beyond the scope of this thesis. However, a brief 
critical survey will be made.
The rapid advancement of instrumental analysis has caused it to 
replace some of the absorptiometric and other laboratory methods of 
gas analysis. The latter methods are used for the purpose of cali­
bration and checking the instrument. The modern analytical techniques 
for quantitative analysis have recently introduced new measuring
2instruments. Physical properties like thermal conductivity, re­
fractive index, dielectric constant, density, viscosity, etc. have been 
taken as the basis for reliable and accurate methods, to analyze par­
ticular components in a gaseous mixture. The instruments employed 
here are, however, more expensive than those of classical methods. 
Instrumental methods of analysis include the following advantages 
over the classical laboratory methods:
1. The complete analysis can be carried out in a much shorter time, 
even for a complex mixture.
2. A limited amount of sample, if available, can be analyzed.
3. High accuracy can be achieved for quantitative evaluation of a 
gaseous mixture.
4. Analysis can be successfully performed on a gas in a continuous 
flow, so that error due to sampling has been removed.
5. Some instruments can be handled very easily with little training 
although specialized skill is required for certain instruments.
6. No identification of a constituent during separation is required.
7. The results are more reliable if the maintenance and calibration 
are checked periodically.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Lavoisier in 1777 proved that air contains at least oxygen and
nitrogen. The early history of air analysis was published by 
1 2Benedict in 1912. Bunsen introduced the use of solid absorbents 
and presented interesting methods for gas analysis. Bunsen's work
owas translated in English by Roscoe. Late in the nineteenth centu-
3ry W. Hempel developed the methods of absorptiometric gas analysis,
some of which are still standard today. Extensive treatment of the
classical methods of gas analysis is given by Bayer.^
The present trend of industry is towards the instrumental
methods of gas analysis which give accurate results in much shorter
time even for complex mixtures. Crouthamel and Diehl”* (1948)
presented the sonic velocity gas analyzer for binary mixtures or
their equivalent.
£
L. Pauling and his co-workers in 1940, suggested the use of 
paramagnetic and dimagnetic susceptibility to gas analysis. Later, 
Beckman Inc. manufactured an oxygen analyzer employing this princi­
ple.
Rayleigh^ (1896) pointed out the application of interferometry
8to gas analysis. Haber and Lowe in 1910 developed the Rayleigh-
9Zeiss gas interferometer. Later several modifications by Seibert , 
Adams^, Harpster^, O'Bryan^ improved the design of the apparatus.
Shakespeare‘S . (1916) developed 'Katharometer' employing the use 
of thermal conductivity as a principle of gas analysis. Modifications 
and improvements for continuous recording and indicating devices 
have been devised by several manufacturing firms for this method.
4Early history of this method may be found from the book of Daynes.-^
The importance of mass spectroscopy to gas analysis has increased
recently. Mass spectrometer is capable of analyzing complex mixtures
of gases within an astonishingly short time with great accuracy.
Instruments, procedures and spectrometric analysis of most of the
common gases and of hydrocarbons have been reported by Rittenberg.^
Several other references on mass spectrometry have been condensed by
1 ft 17Hippie and Martin. Hunter, Hitchcock and Ralph have presented a 
paper on a mass spectrometer for gas analysis especially for ternary 
mixtures. The application of mass spectroscopy to continuous gas 
analysis is far advanced.
An exhaustive review of theoretical and experimental aspects of
infra-red techniques to gas analysis was published recently by V. Z.
Williams ^ (1948). Luft^(1947), a German author published a report
46on a non-dispersive type of gas analyzer. Martin, Reid and Smart 
also published their views of process control with infra-red gas ana- 
lyzers. The paper of Martin4- covers principle, types, control and 
uses of the infra-red gas analyzers. A more detailed review on the
20work published to date may be found in an article by Barnes and Core.
21V. F. Hanson (1941) developed an ultra violet gas analyzer called 
1tri-peranalyzer' especially to analyze air for traces of trichloro­
ethylene or perchloroethylene.
22Gooderham developed a method of gas analysis for carbon dioxide, 
oxygen, unsaturated hydrocarbons, hydrogen, carbon monoxide and satu­
rated hydrocarbons. He utilized a soap film and measured the volume 




Lavoisier, the pioneer of gas analysis studied the composition
of air in 1777. Later Cavendish (1781) and Gay Lussac (1804) showed
the same determination for air by using different methods. Just a
century ago Mr. R. Bunsen tried to analyze the different gases by
solid and liquid absorbents. He suggested the exposure of a known
volume of gaseous mixture in solid or liquid absorbents,in a closed
system. According to their absorptive power, each constituent in the
mixture will dissolve and finally the quantity of constituent can be
measured at normal temperature and pressure.
The science of gas analysis made considerable progress between
1857 and 1900. To keep pace with the new advancements, methods of
absorptiometric gas analysis were developed at a faster rate. Late
3in the nineteenth century, Dr. W. Hempel published his researches on
the construction of apparatus for gas analysis.
Today is the golden age of continuous gas analyzers. In the field
of gas analysis the wants and needs of industrialists have increased
23for highly accurate and exact methods. R. Gerberth (1923) and E.
n /
Griffiths^(1927) had successfully applied electronic methods to con­
tinuous gas analysis. Later, the application of paramagnetic suscepti­
bility and interferometry to gas analysis occurred. The method of 
thermal conductivity was developed by Shakespear (1916) for binary 
mixtures of their equivalent. By 1940, the development of the con­
tinuous type of gas analyzer was making significant progress. The 
application of the principle of mass spectroscopy was applied to the
6design of a mass spectrometer for continuous gas analysis. Infra-red 
gas analyzers have been of great importance since about 1945. The 
development and progress of such gas analyzers have been proved by 
extensive use in industries and the laboratory.
General Survey:
Gas analysis is carried out by a number of methods which are
chiefly based on either the chemical or physical property of the gas.
25Several classes, according to Nash are as follows:
1. Volumetric and manometric methods.
2. Specific determination.
3. Nonspecific instrumental methods.
4. Specific or semispecific instrumental methods.
5. Combustion analysis.
Volumetric method is subdivided according to the kind of measure­
ment. If the volume of gases is measured before and after each opera­
tion, it is the gas volumetric method. For example, the sample of the 
gas may be subjected to absorption, combustion, catalytic oxidation, 
hydrogenation, or condensation to remove one (or more) gaseous constitu 
ent from the mixture. Liquid volumetric methods are those in which 
volumes for liquids are measured. They are subclassified according to 
the nature of reaction involved. These sub-classification include 
neutralization method, oxidation and reduction method and precipitation 
method. This type of method needs from 10 minutes to one hour for com­
position. The accuracy obtained is technical or precise.
The Manometric or microanalysis method, is applicable when a 
limited amount of sample is available. The magnitude of the concen­
tration of each constituent desired is very small. This type of method
7plays an important role in the analysis of blood gases. Van Slyke26 
(1934) developed the apparatus for successful determination of blood 
analysis.
The second group of classification includes the well known 
chemical methods like gravimetric, titrimetric, colorimetric, turbidi- 
metric, thermometric, electjroconduc tome trie, etc. References for any 
of these methods can be found in any standard book on analytical 
chemistry. These are direct methods as the trace components are 
directly determined. Sometimes these methods can be assimilated into 
the automatic continuous gas analyzers.
The third group, or nonspecific instrumental methods, is applied 
especially for binary mixtures or their equivalent for the quantitative 
evaluation of gases. The adaptability of this group to automatic con­
tinuous gas analyzers is limited. The use of physical properties like 
viscosity, specific weight or density, optical interferometry, thermal 
conductivity, sonic velocity, refractive index etc., is often applied 
for continuous gas analysis.
The fourth group, containing specific or semispecific instrumental 
methods, is the main topic of this thesis. They may be used where the 
analysis of highly complex gaseous mixture is required. The apparatus 
is usually expensive and requires skilled operators to obtain reliable 
results from such instruments. Calibration is absolutely essential 
for this method. Specific instrumental methods can be divided into 
two types depending upon the absorption or emission of electro-magnetic 
radiation. Absorption of electro-magnetic radiation includes the non- 
dispersive methods based on magnetic susceptibility, visible ultra 
violet and infra-red spectroscopy. Emission involves emission spectra,
mass spectra. This method is most useful for the rapid and accurate 
determination of hydrocarbons.
Combustion analysis is procured either by fractional combustion 
or complete combustion. The use of fractional combustion is made 
mainly for separation, identification and quantitative evaluation of 
hydrogen, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons, whereas only quantitative 
evaluation is obtained with complete combustion.
The selection of the method of gas analysis mainly depends on
39the general consideration of the following factors according to Ewing.
1. Availability of the size of sample.
2. Complexity of the analysis required i.e. approximate com­
position for each constituent.
3. Physical and chemical properties of the gases involved.
4. Speed required for analysis.
5. Precision or accuracy required.
6. Availability and cost of apparatus.
7. Destruction or conservation of sample.
8. Type of absorbent and reagents used.
9. Location preferred.
10. Personnel technique required.
All the above factors may not be satisfied at the same time. The 
proper selection can be achieved by compromising the above factors.
As for example, high accuracy may not be correlating with time available 
for analysis. Some times personal preference may be given more im­
portance.
General Steps in Analysis:
39According to Ewing , generally the first step in analysis is to
9obtain a pure and truly representative sample. The next step deals 
with the preparation of sample. This can be achieved by dissolution 
of solid; e.g. the preparation of a spectrographic electrode or by 
adjusting the conditions like temperature, pressure, pH, etc. or by 
preliminary separation of the desired substance. The third step is 
to convert the sample into the analyzable form. This is done by a 
number of chemical processes like precipitation, turbidity, ioniza­
tion. After this follows the determination of unknown components by 
weighing, titration, potentiometric measurement. This also includes 
the determination of standards for calibration. The last step is to 
calculate to the desired basis. These steps totally depend upon the 
method of analysis under consideration.
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SELECTED INSTRUMENTAL METHODS 
I. SONIC VELOCITY GAS ANALYZER
The use of sonic velocity as a method of gas analysis was first 
27suggested by Hardy in 1895. He determined the illuminating gas in 
air by passing sound of a frequency of nearly 500 cps through two
O Q O Q
tubes. During 1913 to 1925 Haber and Hurwitz modified Hardy*s 
method. Gerberth^ (1923) and Griffiths^ (1927) used a crystal oscil- 
lator as a constant frequency source and Diehl (1948) developed a 
continuous gas analyzer for binary mixtures or their equivalent.
The velocity of sound in a gas is given by the equation:
where v ~ Velocity in cm. per second
P - Pressure of gas in dynes per square cm.
as Ratio of specific heats at constant pressure to constant
volume i.e. CR 
Cv
d = density of the gas in gms per cubic centimeter.
An average value for Y  of 1.3 is assumed essentially constant 
for polyatomic gases:
d = ^  --------------(2)
where n - no. of moles of the gas contained in volume V 
M - Molecular weight of gas in grams.
V = Volume of gas in cubic centimeters.
On substitution of equation (2) in equation (1)} the following 
relationship is obtained:
v =  ./iEr ..............o)V TIM
According to the perfect gas law:
PV = riRT = nC,
11
where C is constant if T remains constant.
T hus, .................... (4)
and .................... (5)
Thus the velocity of sound at constant temperature T is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the molecular weight of the gas.
The velocity of sound is also expressed as:
=  ?"•? ..............(6)
where > =  Wavelength in centimeters.
f = Frequency in cycles per second.
From equations (1) and (6) the equation for wave length is 
established as:
(7)
Thus for a given pressure P and sound frequency f the wave­
length 7^ pas sing through the gas depends on the ratio of ~*/<L .
Table 1"* (page 516) gives this ratio of for few common gases.
Crouthamel and Diehl"* used the above principles for rapid and 
continuous analysis of a gas. The analyzer is also designed to give 
the composition of mixture at any time by the help of relay circuit.
The apparatus consists of a sound tube of 4 cms. in diameter and 44 
cms. in length. One end of the tube is affixed with a microphone 
connected to an amplifier and an ammeter M (Fig. 1.) At the other 
end a small loud speaker is connected to an oscillator whose frequen­
cy can be adjusted by calibrated condenser. In order to ensure 
accurate calibration the frequency and amplitude of the signal received
12
by the sound tube must be kept constant. Sound is delivered by this 
oscillator and is picked up at the other end by a microphone. The sensi­
tivity of microphone depends on the length of tube, ratio of specific 
heats, density of the components of the mixture,. If the sound waves 
passing through the tube are picked up at an antinode of the microphone, 
the signal received will be at a maximum. If the pick up unit is at a 
node, the signal received will be at a minimum. Thus the system of 
standing waves will be in an exact multiple of half wave length as 
shown in Fig. 2. The wave length is not measured directly. Instead 
the amplitude of the sound wave at the microphone is measured by adjust­
ing the length of the sound tube by a screw arrangement provided therein. 
Thus the magnitude of wave amplitude at the microphone is detected, ampli­
fied and measured by the sensitive ammeter.
A calibration curve is drawn in the usual way by experimenting 
with known samples. The tube is filled with known sample of gas. The 
frequency is adjusted until the meter shows maximum signal and the 
readings for the setting of condenser against concentration are plotted. 
This calibration curve is employed while determining the unknown samples 
of gas mixture.
Courthamel5 calibrated the instrument for different types of gas- 
air mixtures and plotted the smooth calibration curves at different 
frequencies. He suggested that the stability of the oscillator is in­
creased at high frequency which can be achieved by decreasing the dia­
meter of the tube.
Thus, the accuracy of the analyzer depends on frequency of the 
sound used, and nature of the gases to be analyzed. The accuracy is 
within about 1 percent. The greater the wave length difference between
Gas in
Oscillator
Fig, 1 Apparatus for measuring the velocity of 
sound in a gas. (After Ewing39)
Fig. 2 Standing waves in the closed tube of 
Fig. 1. (After Ewing3
14
two gases the better the accuracy.
This method takes only a few minutes for quantitative evaluation.
It needs careful calibration. The skill required to operate the instru­
ment is that of an ordinary trained man.
The other methods especially for binary mixtures are specific 
weight or density method, optical interferometry method, viscosity 
method and thermal conductivity method. The approach for quantitative 
evaluation of gases is more or less the same in all cases.
15
TABLE l5
PROPERTIES OF A FEW COMMON GASES
Density, g/cc,D°C 
Gas d x 103
RELATED TO VELOCITY OF SOUND IN GASES
. / —  Wavelength, 7* , 
O f  V oL for f = 2650 <
Air 1.2929 1.40 32.90 12.920
Carbon dioxide 1.9769 1.30 25.64 9.832
Carbon monoxide 1.2504 1.40 33.46 12.83
Ethylene 1.2604 1.25 31.49 12.07
Hydrogen 0.08988 1.41 125.20 48.02
Me thane 0.7168 1.31 42.75 16.39
Oxygen 1.4290 1.40 31.30 12.00
16
II. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY METHOD FOR THE ANALYSIS OF GASES
The application of thermal conductivity as a method of gas 
analysis was first successfully applied between 1913 - 1918. Koepsel30 
(1904) designed an apparatus for the determination of the hydrogen con­
tent of producer gas. He pointed out the practicability of the method 
and suggested various applications. Later on, Shake spear'*'3 (1916) put
forward the first commercial instrument known as a "katharometer". A
14brief review by H. A. Dynes would be the best source of basic and 
historical information on this method.
The general principles underlying the developments of this method 
run as follows:
1. The temperature of a metal wire is raised when it is connected to 
a source of electric current. The difference in temperature between 
the wire and the surrounding reaches a state of equilibrium when the 
dissipation of the thermal energy is equal to the electrical energy in­
put. The loss of thermal energy may be due to conduction, convection 
or radiation or a combination of these.
2. The power expended to maintain the temperature difference between 
the wire and the surrounding is the direct measure of relative thermal 
conductivity of the gas.
The advantages of the method can be summarized as follows:
1. The method enables a continuous reading of the composition of the 
gas and also operates auxiliary equipment through a relay that may be 
set to close at any desired composition.
2. This is a very rapid, economic and convenient method.
3. High sensitivity and great accuracy can be obtained if proper 
attention is given to minimize the errors.
17
4. The analysis can be done even though the size of the sample is
oonly 0.5 cm .
5. The cost of the equipment is well within the reach of most labora­
tories.
6. A well trained operator can operate the equipment if proper cali­
bration is maintained.
As compared to advantages of the method, there are certain limita­
tions also:
1. The use of this method is restricted to binary mixtures although 
complex mixtures can be analyzed by special methods.
2. Emperical calibration is of much importance for known samples.
3. To obtain greater accuracy there must be appreciable difference in 
the thermal conductivities of the gases involved.
Generally the cooling thermometer method; the film method; and 
the hot wire method are widely used for the determination of the thermal 
conductivity. This method has been used for the determination of car­
bon dioxide in furnace flue gases, hydrogen, helium, ammonia, sulfer 
dioxide in air, acetone vapor in air, internal combustion exhaust, 
flue gases, etc. Further details of this method may be found in a 
thesis by Browning (1931). Table 2 shows the thermal conductivity of
a few common gases.
18
TABUS 240
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF GASES
Thermal Conductivity*






Nitric oxide 0.57 





Carbon dioxide 0.35 
Methane alcohol 0.35 
n-Butane 0.32
Given as calories transmitted per second through a layer of gas 1 cm.
pthick and (1 meter) in area when the temperature gradient in the gas 
is 1°C per cm. Selected values at 0°C.
19
III. RAYLEIGH-ZEISS GAS INTERFEROMETER
Rayleigh was the first to point out the application of inter­
ferometry to gas analysis in 1896. Later on the Rayleigh-Zeiss gas
Ointerferometer was developed by Haber and Lowe°(1910). Modifications 
and improvements have continued to update the design of the apparatus.
The instrument works on the principle of optical interference 
discovered by Young in 1802. Two types of interferometer are avail­
able; one using mercury as the confining liquid and the other water 
as a confining liquid. The use of the apparatus is restricted to 
binary mixtures or their equivalent.
The working principle of the instrument is simple. Two light 
beams from a slit and S-^ 1 illuminated by a monochromatic light 
source L pass through two cells of equal length and Cr>, after which 
two beams combine to produce interference fringe as shown in Figure 3. 
Two matched glass compensator plates y-^  and yg are placed in the paths 
of the beam. One of the plates is fixed and the other is placed at 
45° to the beam, attached to a micrometer (not shown in the figure).
One of the cells contains reference gas and the other contains mixture. 
As the composition in the two chambers are different, the optical path 
will not be the same. The optical path of the both beams should be 
made equal by adjusting the moving compensator plate. The angle 
through which it should be turned to make both paths equal is the 
direct measure of the difference between the refractive indices of the 
two gases. The gases in the two chambers must be dry and should have 
the same pressure and temperature in order to get accurate results. 
Willard^ gives further details of the apparatus and discusses another 
type of interferometer, namely the Zeiss gas and water interferometer.
20




REFRACTIVE INDICES3 OF SOME COMMON GASES AND VAPORS





















aUsing sodium D light, relative to a vacuum at 0°C and 760 mm 
pressure.
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For reference, the refractive indices of common gases are given in 
Table 3.
The interferometer may be either used as a direct reading instru­
ment or zero reading instrument. For both the methods either a previ­
ously plotted calibration curve or the approximate concentration of 
the unknown mixture should be known. The mathematical relation 
established by Edwards'5^  for an absolute calibration method depends 
on the calculation of gas refractivity. He found that change in re- 
fractivity of the mixture (AR) for x percentage of one of its com­
ponents at temperature T and pressure P can be expressed as:
A R  -  l  7 6 0 T  JL'OOj .................. - — (8)
where R-^  and Rg are the refractivities of gas 1 and gas 2 at 0°C and 
760 mm. pressure.
The sensitivity of the instrument under different conditions and 
for different gases was studied by Edwards^. He observed that sensiti­
vity depends on the length of the gas cell and other constants of the
apparatus.
23
IV. SOAP FILM METHOD
Barrel(1934) was the first to use soap film for calibrating flow 
22meters. Gooderham developed a soap film method of gas analysis for 
carbon dioxide, oxygen, unsaturated hydrocarbons, hydrogen, carbon 
monoxide and saturated hydrocarbons. Gas flowing continuously 
through the gas meter at constant temperature and pressure is passed 
over the reagent to remove one of the constituents completely and then 
successive volume changes are measured.
Advantages claimed for this method by Gooderham are as follows:
1. Accuracy up to - 0.1% could be achieved by quick repetition of 
the experiment.
2. Reagents which attack mercury can be used, as mercury is not 
employed.
3. Errors due to dissolution of gases in the reagent are eliminated 
as the stopcock is in direct contact with the gas.
4. There is no breakage as moving parts are easily rotated.
5. Less cleaning is required for this method.
The disadvantage is that it takes a very long time for analysis 
and the apparatus cannot be used where pressure and composition in a 
gas stream vary.
More detailed information can be obtained from references stated
above.
24
V. PARAMAGNETIC OXYGEN ANALYZER
The strong magnetic susceptibility of oxygen was made use of in a 
continuous stream of gas to determine a particular gaseous component,
L, Pauling, Wood, and Sturdivant developed an instrument to measure 
and indicate the percentage of oxygen in a gas sample. He proved 
that a small change in magnetic susceptibility of any dimagnetic gas 
present in the mixture is the same as the partial pressure of oxygen in 
the gas.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the diagramatic sketch of para­
magnetic oxygen analyzer. A continuous stream of gas containing oxygen 
is introduced where a test body is suspended between two poles of a 
magnetic circuit. When the gas is more paramagnetic, oxygen will be 
attracted towards the magnetic field and most of the other gases sur­
rounded by the test body would be repelled. The test body is attached 
to a mirror which rotates due to non-uniform magnetic field. The amount 
of rotation due to nonhomogenous magnetic field was found to be pro­
portional to the field strength gradient and difference in volume 
magnetic susceptibility of the test body and the gas surrounding it.
When the magnetic rotational force is equal to the torsional restoring 
force on the taut silica fiber the test body is in a uniform magnetic 
field that is in equilibrium position. The angular displacement of 
the light beam reflected from the mirror onto a scale which is 
previously calibrated to read directly the partial pressure of oxygen 
in the gas. The other method of indication is the null point method.
The scale on this method is generally marked in terms of percentage 
of oxygen. Later on, Beckman Hays Corporation and other manufacturers 
made certain modifications in the design of the instrument and developed
25














































oxygen analyzers for different partial pressure ranges.
Pauling^ studied the effect of change of temperature. To 
minimize this factor he suggested three different methods:
1. Calibration curves for the instrument may be drawn at different 
temperatures.
2. Provide compensation for temperature coefficient of magnetic 
susceptibility.
3. Provide a heater and thermostatic regulator for the meter.
The accuracy found by Pauling for this instrument was about - 1%.
The accuracy mainly depends on the pressure fluctuations which should 
be avoided to get accurate results. It is pointed out that gases like 
nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, chlorine dioxide, if present in oxygen 
cause difficulty due to their strong paramagnetic susceptibility. 
Accurate analysis of oxygen mixture can be obtained if gases like 
hydrogen or helium with high thermal conductivities are present.
The instrument is of great importance in the study of burners
/ 9using natural gas as a fuel. Table 4 shows relative magnetic 
susceptibilities of some common gases.
VI. ULTRAVIOLET GAS ANALYZER
Figure 6 shows a diagramatic sketch of a General Electric mercury- 
analyzer. The instrument consists of absorption chamber 8 inches long 
with a phototube and ultraviolet source placed at opposite ends of the 
chamber. If there is a gas which does not absorb ultraviolet energy; 
the phototube controls the voltage indicated on one grid of a double 
triode tube and minimum bias to this grid is applied. The bridge be­
comes unbalanced when the transmission of ultraviolet radiation from 
the chamber to phototube is diminished owing to the presence of gas 
capable of absorbing ultraviolet energy in the cell. The deflection 
recorded on the meter, shown in Figure 6, is proportional to the con­
centration of the gas under consideration.
This special instrument is designed to detect mercury vapor in 
air in the range 0.004 to 0.37 parts per million by volume with an
/ 9accuracy of about 5% (according to Mullen -pp 313). This can be used 
for other gases if the calibration curve is drawn for known standard 
samples.
21Hansen developed the tri-per-analyzer which is used to detect 
traces of trichloroethylene and perchloroethylene in air.
The mercury lamp which has the greatest intensity of wavelength 
0.254^1 is used as a source of ultraviolet radiation. Glasser 
pointed out that if the mixture contains two gases at a time which 
absorb ultraviolet radiations, then ratio of /-^should be measured 
at the wavelength which absorbed more ultraviolet energy and the remain 






























Hydrogen sulfide Vinyl acetylene
Iodine Xylene
Mercury
SOME GASES AND VAPORS WHICH DO NOT ABSORB ULTRAVIOLET ENERGY
Ammonia Methanol
Amyl alcohol Methyl chloride
Butane Methylene chloride
E thane Nitrogen
Ethyl alcohol Nitric oxide
Ethylene dichloride Oxygen
Ethyl ether Sulfur trioxide
Hexane Te trachloroe thane
Hydrogen chloride Vinyl chloride
Me thane Water vapor
Visible wavelength gas analyzers are available, which work more or
less on the same principle. It is not widely used as very few gase
43absorb visible radiation. Table 5 gives the information of some 
gases and vapors which will or will not absorb ultraviolet energy.
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VII. CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMICS CORP. MASS SPECTROMETER
The application of the principle of mass spectroscopy as a tool
to investigate and identify the constituents in a gaseous mixture was
33first pointed out by A. 0. Nier (1940). He developed a mass spectro­
meter for continuous gas analysis. The essential features of his 
process are widely accepted and still standard today. The mass 
spectrometer is used to analyze complex mixture of exhaust gases, 
rare gases, hydrocarbons, fuel gases, etc., within a very short time
and with high accuracy. Reviews of early work on mass spectroscopy
35 15may be found from Aston's book and the article of Rittenberg.
As the name suggests, the instrument sorts out ions according to 
their mass to charge ratio (m/e) by the action of magnetic and electric 
fields. A flowing stream of gas sample at low pressure is bombarded 
by electrons with high energy to produce ions. They are then acceler­
ated by means of an electric field. These accelerated ions are then 
made to enter a magnetic field which deflects them into a circular 
path having radii proportional to their masses. Thus ions are sorted, 
the intensities of which are finally measured and recorded.
Theory
Referring to Figure 7, the ions with negligible velocity are 
brought into the accelerating field between plates M and N, through a 
small orifice in plate M. The positive ions are accelerated towards 
plate N and passed through the orifice. The kinetic energy of the 
ions when they come out through plate N is given by the equation:
K. E. = V v ^  = eV .............(9)
where
v = velocity in cm per second
34
m = mass of the ion in gms 
e = charge of the ion in coulombs 
V = potential difference between plates M and N 
in volts
These ions then enter the magnetic field. Since these ions are 
charged particles they will experience a force perpendicular to both 
the magnetic field and the direction of the velocity; hence they move 
in a circular path.
Their centripetal and centrifugal forces are equal so that:
H e r
X




m = mass of the ion in grams
v = velocity of the ion in cm/sec
H = magnetic field in gauss
e = charge on the ion in coulomb
r = radius of the circular path in cm
From equation (9)







This shows that the radius of circular path mainly depends upon
V, H, m, and e. This radius can be varied by changing V and H.
33The above principle was used by Nier to develop a continuous gas 
analyzer.
The chief limitations on the mass spectrometer used for continuous 
analysis of gases are as follows:
1. The molecular weights must fall within the range of about 1 to
a m
400’ •
2. All constituents must have sufficient vapor pressure so that there 
is no condensation at the sample temperature and pressure of 20°C and 
.05 mm. respectively.
3. The constituents in relatively pure form for instrumental calibra­
tion should be available for individual mixture.
The time required for analysis is much less than other methods.
It depends upon the complexity of the sample, calibration data and in­
formation required. Usually the analysis of a mixture of ten components 
can be carried out within ten minutes if data reduction does not take 
much time. The accuracy, with proper calibration, can be of the order 
of 0.5 per cent. The accuracy also depends on similarity of mass 
spectra, sample composition, purity of the calibrating materials and 
operational procedures.
Willard^ described a mass spectrometer for continuous gas analysis 
manufactured by Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation, as shown in 
Figure 7.
The mixture of the gas under consideration at a pressure of about 
4 0 is brought into the sample bottle. This mixture after passing 
through the precision restriction A enters the ionization chamber which
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Fig. 7 Diagrammatical sketch of a mass spectrcnaeter and associated 
apparatus. (After Willard^')
is maintained at a pressure of 10 mm just to prevent intermolecular 
collisions.
This mixture is bombarded by thermionically generated electrons 
from cathode x-x. The ions formed, leave the region between the plates 
N and M. As the plate N is negative, the ions will be positively 
charged. There being a high electrostatic field of 400 to 4000 volts 
between the holes in plates N and P, after passing the hole in plate P, 
the ions enter a constant and strong magnetic field with high velocity. 
The magnetic field diverts them into a circular path in the analyzer 
tube. After traversing half the circumference, they strike the 
collector plate. Ions satisfying the equation (13) stated above, 
strike the collector plate while other ions will be neutralized at 
analyzer tube walls and pumped out.
By changing the accelerating field between plates N and P, the 
ions having different mass to charge ratio (m/e) can be brought to the 
collector plate. The current due to this ionic charge passes through 
the grid leak resistor of the electrometer tube. The output of the 
electrometer tube is amplified by a D.C. amplifier and passed through 
five galvanometers with different sensitivities connected in series.
The position of the beam reflected from the mirrors of the galvano­
meters are recorded on the photographic plate on a revolving drum.
With the help of this record the relative position of different 
mirrors and relative abundance of various ionic species can be obtained.
The use of five separate galvanometers with relative sensitivities 
1, 3, 10, 30, and 100 enables the height of any spectrum peaks to be 




From equation (13) stated above, it should be noted that by in­
creasing the potential difference between plates N and P ions with 
smaller value of mass to charge ratio (m/e) can be brought to the 
collector plate and vice versa. For masses up to 150 gms. good resolu­
tion can be obtained in this mass spectrometer at low accelerating 
voltage and weak magnetic field.
The main difficulty in this instrument is that of producing a 
strong uniform and unvarying magnetic field over the large area of the 
analyzer tube. Generally this type of field can be produced by using 
large power supplies with sensitive electronic regulators. However, 
permanent magnets are suitable and best. Different types of mass 
spectrometers have been manufactured by a number of companies. The 
underlying principle and operation is the same but the design may be 
altered more or less for ease of handling or to reduce cost so that 
it can be well within the reach of well equipped laboratories.
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VIII. BECKMAN RF GAS ANALYZER
The difficulty of maintaining a strong magnetic field in the previ­
ous instrument was completely eliminated by Bennett.36 Beckman manu­
factured an RF gas analyzer on the basis of the principle of Bennett36 
in which no magnetic field is involved. It is known as the Ion- 
Velocity Instrument. As the name suggests, ions with different masses 
are made to fall through a known potential difference and then allowed 
through a Velocity Selector device.
O  /T
Bennett""5 showed that the velocity of anion which has fallen 
through a potential difference of V volts is given by the equation:
v = / 2 e V (15)
m
From the above equation, ions with different masses have different 
velocities i.e. ions having low mass will move with high velocity and 
ions having high mass will have low velocity, but the kinetic energy 
will be same for all ions.
As shown in Figure 8 the electrons emitted thermionically from 
cathode K are accelerated by the positive grid P so that they get 
sufficient velocity to ionize the gas molecules in the region between 
the cathode and grid P. The positive ions are accelerated by negative 
grid Q through the spacing in the grid P.
When they approach grid Q they have the same kinetic energy 
but different velocities due to different masses. A radio frequency 
voltage is applied at grid R. The potential of grid S is of such 
magnitude that only ions which receive the maximum acceleration between 
grid Q and S, due to radio frequency voltage, can pass through and reach
the collector C.
R Alternating radio frequency voltage
Fig. 8 A single-stage velocity-
selection mass spectrometer. 
(After Willard2^ )
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In order to get maximum acceleration the moving ions should be at 
Q when the grid R just starts its negative swing and at S when again 
the grid R just starts its negative swing. Thus the ions should travel 
the distance between Q and S within one complete cycle. This condition 
is satisfied only by the ion having appropriate velocity v given by
v = If .............(16)
Where 1 = distance between Q and S in cms.
f = frequency of the alternating potential applied to grid R 
in cycles per second, 
v = velocity in cms per second 
Eliminating the value of v from equations (15) and (16)





Thus ions with appropriate velocity are filtered out. The resolution 
can be increased by placing more than one set of grids, although the 
resolution is not better than the previous method.
Beckman RF gas analyzer33 works on the principle mentioned above. 
As shown in Figure 9 the sample of gas is brought into the ionization 
chamber and bombarded by electrons. The resulting positive ions are 
accelerated through a known potential difference. These ions then 
enter the RF analyzer which consists of alternating plates connected 
together; one set of which is connected to the ground and the other to 




Fig. 9 Schematic diagram of Beckman BF gas analyser 
(After Willard^')
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used so that the increase of energy is about 900 volts for the ions which 
travel each stage in one half cycle.
At A these selected ions enter a region of electric field where 
they are deflected and brought to the collector. The deficiency in 
resolution, if any, is removed by this kinetic energy selector. The 
collector and the following detecting and measuring device are the same 
as that of the previous spectrometer described.
IX. GAS CHROMATOGRAPH
The science of gas chromatography, whose development took place
recently, plays a very important role as a tool of investigation for
identification, separation, and quantitative evaluation of gaseous
and volatile substances (e.g. organic vapors). Much of the recent
37 3ftwork has been done in this field by Felton and Taylor.
The fundamental types namely adsorption chromatography and gas 
liquid chromatography are available. In the first case solid adsorp­
tions are widely used and the difference in adsorption coefficient 
plays the important role for the separation of the components. In 
the latter case, the difference in partition coefficient forms the 
basis of the design. No doubt, separation is a function of partition 
in both cases.
As shown in Figure 10 a continuous flow of carrier gas is flushed 
in a U-tube column supported on an inert solid (which acts as a perfect 
ground for the reaction) to remove any material previously left in the 
column during experiment. The sample of the gas under consideration 
is being injected by hypodermic syringe with the utmost care so as to 
prevent the dilution during the experiment. Due to the continuous flow 
of carrier gas, the component of the sample gas are passed down the 
column to appear as an effluent gas at the exit where the identification 
of each component is carried out by suitable detector. Usually a 
thermal conductivity cell is used as a detector, due to its very fast 
response. Further resolution of the components, if required, can be 
achieved by passing the effluent gas into a second column. According 
to the adsorption power with the carrier gas, the component under con­





















Fig. 11 Typical record in a displaceaent analysis. 
(After Willard47)
plete removal of this gas the instrument is ready for use again if 
required, for the detection of few more components in the given 
sample. If a suitable detector is used a particular pattern is ob­
tained on the graph of detector response V/s time taken as shown in 
Figure 11. The first step shows the component with least adsorption 
coefficient. The second step represents the concentration of the 
particular component.
Helium is used as a carrier gas. This is preferred as it has 
high thermal conductivity, and its physical properties are completely 
different from the gas to be analyzed. Sometimes Hydrogen, Air, or 
Nitrogen is used. However, preference should be given to that gas 
which does not interfere with the components under consideration.
This method is widely used owing to the following advantages:
1. Trace analysis is possible by suitable methods.
2. Accuracy is satisfactory with regards to the instrument cost.
3. Samples available in liquid form and even in small quantity can 
be fully analyzed.
4. Fractionization of components after separation is possible to 
use the same sample for further investigation by different suitable 
methods.
Limitations:
1. Careful control of the instrument and a proper calibration curve 
are of prime importance.
2. Temperature, pressure and flow rate should be maintained constant 
throughout the experiment and should be reproducible if the sample is 
not completely analyzed.
47
3. The packing material should be chosen with proper considerations.
Further details of both theory and practice may be obtained from 
any text book on ’Gas Chromatography*.
48
X. INFRA-RED GAS ANALYZER
The adaptability of infra-red absorption to gas analysis is a
19recent development. Luft a German, was the first man to develop a 
positive filter type of gas analyzer. The average size of the sample 
required is 20 cm at S.T.P. An average accuracy of 0.1% is obtained 
by this method. The skill required to operate the instrument is that 
of a well trained man. This is mostly used for quantitative evaluation 
of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, ammonia, hydrocarbons, and other 
organic compounds. As the demand of industries increased for this 
instrument, different manufacturers put forward their designs and 
marketed units which are able to detect a few parts per million of 
many gases or vapors. The instrument is expensive and small labora­
tories cannot afford its use.
Two types namely dispersion and non dispersion analyzers are 
available. They are subdivided as selective type or non selective 
type. When infra-red radiations coming from the source are allowed 
to pass through a prism or a grating which disperses the constituents 
and the desired constituent is made to incident upon a selective 
absorber then it is called dispersive selective type gas analyzer. 
Whereas, in non dispersive type, radiations coming from the source are 
allowed to fall upon a thermopile or a similar type of device. Using 
infra-red technique, positive and negative type filter analyzers were 
developed, as shown in Figure 12.
Positive Filter Type Infra-red Gas Analyzer:
The infra-red radiations coming from the source P which is a 
nichrome spiral like an automobile cigarette lighter, is colliminated 






Fig. 11 (a) A schematic sketch of positive filter type gas analyser. P, 
source; R and R', mirrors; J and J*, sample cells; I, filter cell; A and A', 
selective detector cells. *
Fig. 11 (b) Negative filter type instrument. J, sample cell; M and M', 
sensitizing (selective) cells; A and A*, non-selective detectors.
(After Williams 18)
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shown in Figure 12. The resulting two beams pass through the sample 
cells J and J'; detector cells A and A' and interference cell X. The 
component under consideration, say carbon dioxide (Co^), fills cells A 
and A' with equal thermometric conditions so that their pressure on the 
diaphragm are equal. The radiations absorbed by carbon dioxide in A 
and A' will be the same so that the net zero pressure is obtained on 
the diaphragm. Now the mixture under consideration is allowed to pass 
through the sample cell J. Some of the radiations will be absorbed in 
cell J by carbon dioxide present in the mixture, so that the amount of 
radiations reaching cell A will be less. Consequently, the temperature 
of cell A will be lowered, this decrease in temperature produces a 
pressure difference for carbon dioxide in A and A'. This difference 
will be detected by the displacement of the diaphragm measured by 
some precision electronic method.
If there is some gas whose absorption frequency overlaps the 
absorption frequency of carbon dioxide, then the interference cell I 
is filled completely with the interfering gas which makes both sides 
insensitive to its characteristic absorption frequency.
The negative filter type of gas analyzer differs from the 
positive type only in the respect that the component under considera­
tion is not allowed to pass through the filter.
42Different types of analyzers have been described by Mullen 
(pp. 318).
The limitations of this method are as follows:
1. There should not be overlapping of the absorption band by any
interfering gas.
51
2. Gas samples should be dried before analysis to eliminate error in 
the estimation due to presence of water vapor.
52
TABLE 645
CONSTANTS FOR COMMON GASES AND VAPORS


























CONSTANTS FOR COMMON GASES AND VAPORS
Name of Gas or Vapor 























SYNOPSIS OF METHODS OF GAS ANALYSIS
Average Sample Best
Cost of Average Time Size Required In Accuracy 
No. Method Instrument Required cm^ at S.T.P. Percent
1 Velocity Expensive 5 minutes 500 1%
of sound
Types of 
Reading For Types Of Personnel and
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Thermal Inex­ Several Analysis can be 0 .0 0 1 % Technical Laboratory Skilled
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The most important advantage which measurement of physical 
properties of a gas possesses over chemical properties is that almost 
all properties can be determined by instruments and thus may be 
detected and recorded quantitatively, automatically, and continuously. 
The instrument used for this purpose varies from the simplicity of a 
Wheatstone bridge to the electronic complexity of a mass spectro­
meter.
The absorptiometric gas analysis could not fulfill the increas­
ing wants of chemical industry for the rapid, economic, accurate, and 
more comprehensive methods of gas analysis. Consequently, the instru­
mental methods of gas analysis were developed to meet these require­
ments. All instrumental methods need careful calibration; and mainte­
nance to give precise accuracy and reliable results. The instruments 
used are more expensive than those of older methods and not within 
the reach of smaller plants and laboratories.
The chart on page 54 and 55 shows a comparative statement of 
the methods discussed, indicating average time consumption, average 
sample size, average accuracy required, personnel and skill required 
and such other factors. However, all these factors vary considerably 
with the particular apparatus that is used and in many instances, upon 
the gas to be detected.
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